In this supplementary, we introduce more details about the evaluation data curation procedure, the implementation of our method and the baseline methods, more qualitative results and the limitations of our method.

1. Evaluation Data Curation

Mixamo. Because the preprocessed Mixamo [1] testing sequences used in [5] are not publicly available, we follow the instructions in [5] and download the testing data from the Mixamo website [1]. In [5], 20 stylized characters and 28 motion sequences are used for evaluation. Among the 20 characters, the “liam” character is not publicly available on the Mixamo website, thus we evaluate our method and the baselines on the other 19 stylized characters. Moreover, some evaluation motions (e.g., “Teeter”) include more than one motion sequence on the Mixamo website with the same name. However, it is not public information as to what exact sequences were used for evaluation in the prior work [5]. Thus, we download all motion sequences with the same name and randomly pick one for evaluation. Given a character in rest pose and the desired pose, we use the linear blend skinning algorithm to obtain the ground truth deformed mesh. We then compare the prediction from each method with the ground truth mesh by computing the PMD and ELS scores as discussed in Sec.4.3 in the main paper. For a fair comparison, all poses in the evaluation motion sequences are not used during training. All methods are evaluated using these collected testing pairs.

MGN. We follow NBS [3] and download the MGN dataset1, which includes 96 clothed human characters. We use the same evaluation set (i.e., the last 16 human characters) as in NBS. To obtain the ground truth deformed characters, we sample 200 poses (unseen during training) and deform each of the 16 clothed characters using the Multi-Garment Net [2].

Pose code extraction from Mixamo characters. To obtain target poses from the Mixamo motion sequences, we apply a similar fitting procedure introduced in [4]. We optimize the SMPL parameters to minimize the L2 distance between the SMPL joints and the Mixamo joints. Different from [4], we also add a constraint to minimize the Chamfer distance between the SMPL shape vertices and the Mixamo shape vertices. Similarly as [7], we directly optimize the pose code in the VPoser’s [6] latent space, instead of the parameters in SMPL. We fit the SMPL shape to the “marker man” character in Mixamo to get all the testing poses.

2. Implementation Details

Shape code computation. We use an off-the-shelf method2 that computes occupancy with “virtual laser scans” and does not require a watertight mesh. We sample 10,000 points in a unit space, which takes 2.35s on average. Then, we use the occupancy of each query point as supervision to optimize the shape code. We run 2,000 iterations with a batch size of 2,000 to get the shape code, which takes 3.41s on average. For each character, we only compute its shape code once and use it to transfer poses from different motion sequences. All the time cost reported in this supplementary was measured on a laptop with i7-11700h and a RTX 3060.

Detailed test-time training (TTT) procedure. Following the inference procedure in [5], TTT takes a stylized character in T-pose, and a source human character in T-pose and target pose as inputs. TTT finetunes the pose module to perform two tasks: a) the T-pose stylized character is deformed to the target pose, while being constrained by the self-supervised volume-preserving loss \( L_v \). b) the source human character in T-pose is deformed to the target pose, while being supervised by the ground truth human character in the target pose (\( L_{dr} \)). TTT further refines the results’ smoothness and resemblance to driving poses. \( L_{dr} \) helps the pose module understand and generalize to the target pose, rather than enforcing that the human and stylized character have similar offsets. TTT is carried out for each pair of stylized character and target pose. It is highly efficient and only requires fine-tuning the pose module for 20 iterations, which takes 18ms without batching. We can
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1https://github.com/bharat-b7/MultiGarmentNetwork

2https://github.com/marian42/mesh_to_sdf
speed it up to **12ms** for each pair with a batch size of 8.

### 3. Baseline Methods Implementation

**NBS [3]**. We evaluate NBS using its publicly available code and pre-trained model³. NBS [3] takes the SMPL pose parameters as input, thus we feed the optimized SMPL parameters discussed above to NBS.

**SPT [5]**. To evaluate both SPT(full) and SPT on human-like stylized characters, we use the publicly available code⁴ and pre-trained models generously provided by the authors. For the quadruped category, we train and evaluate the SPT model using its public code on the dataset discussed in Sec.4.1 in the main paper. Specifically, we utilize the SMAL model [10] to produce motion pairs, including an animal mesh in rest pose and the desired pose. We also supervise SPT with the ground truth skinning weights from SMAL. Note that our model is trained and evaluated using the same quadruped dataset as SPT.

### 4. Visualization

We provide more visualizations, including qualitative comparisons (Fig. 1), deformation results by using source poses from in-the-wild videos for both human-like (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3) and quadrupeds (Fig. 4). To obtain the pose code from a video frame, we apply PyMAF [9] for human and BARC [8] for quadrupeds. We provide more visualizations in the supplementary video.

### 5. Limitation

Although our approach exhibits good generalization performance for bipedal and quadrupedal characters, modeling other categories whose poses are not being studied well remains difficult. Additionally, our method is unable to solve the articulation of hands and just treats them as rigid parts.

³https://github.com/PeizhuoLi/neural-blend-shapes
⁴https://github.com/zycliao/skeleton-free-pose-transfer
Figure 1. Qualitative comparisons on Mixamo [1].
Figure 2. Transferring poses from in-the-wild videos to stylized characters.
Figure 3. Transferring poses from in-the-wild videos to stylized characters.
Figure 4. Transferring animal poses from in-the-wild videos to stylized quadrupedal characters.
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